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On Modeling IPO Failure Risk 

Abstract: 

This paper offers a novel framework, combining firm operational risk, IPO pricing risk, and market 

risk, to model IPO failure risk. By analyzing nearly a thousand variables, we observe that prior 

IPO failure risk models have suffered from a major missing-variable problem. Evidence reveals 

several key new firm-level determinants, e.g., the volatility of operating performance, the size of 

its accounts payable, pretax income to common equity, total short-term debt, and a few 

macroeconomic variables such as treasury bill rate, and book-to-market of the DJIA index. These 

findings have major economic implications. The total value loss from not predicting the imminent 

failure of an IPO is significantly lower with this proposed model compared to other established 

models. The IPO investors could have saved around $18billion over the period between 1994 and 

2016 by using this model.   
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1. Introduction 

The likelihood that an initial public offering (IPO) will delist from an exchange within a 

few years (IPO failure risk) is a major risk factor for IPO investors. Delisting rates among annual 

cohorts of IPOs can be more than 20 percent per year (Lowry, Michaely, and Volkova, 2017) and 

each delisting can entail dire economic consequences for investors. According to Macey, O’Hara, 

and Pompilio (2008), announcement of a delisting from the NASDAQ or NYSE triggers a decline 

in stock price of nearly 50 percent and a jump in volatility of around 100 percent. Therefore, 

accurate prediction and proper modeling of IPO failure risk is crucial for any institutional investor 

with allocated IPO shares in the primary markets. This study shows that the Machine Learning 

(ML) method provides substantial advantages over existing models of IPO failure prediction, and 

as such is expected to provide a better trading edge to IPO investors.    

A typical IPO firm is young and faces many challenges, such as high degrees of value 

uncertainty (Derrien, 2005), increased market competition (Jain and Kini, 2008), inexperienced 

management team (Pollock et al., 2009; Gounopoulos and Pham, 2018), underwriter- or VC-

related agency problems (Liu and Ritter 2010, 2011; Chang et al. 2017; Chahine et al., 2020; Que 

and Zhang, 2019), among others. Such challenges increase the delisting risk of many newly public 

firms. Many academic studies have investigated one or more of these challenges (see, among 

others, Gounopoulos and Pham, 2018; Espenlaub et al., 2014); however, only a few focus on 

obtaining a complete predictive model with large number of variables. Using a reliable predictive 

model has been a central theme of this branch of the IPO literature, as prediction of IPO failure is 

as difficult as other types of economic forecasting (e.g., estimating default probabilities (Shumway, 

2001; Chava and Jarrow, 2004)).  
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In their seminal study, Demers and Joos (2007; henceforth, DJ) develop an IPO failure-

prediction model using logistic regression with 13 different predictors. Using a sample of U.S. 

firms between 1980 and 2000, they explore the factors associated with historical IPO failures and 

document statistically significant differences in the failure models applicable to non-tech versus 

high-tech IPOs. However, as pointed out by Wysocki (2007), the DJ model has two main 

methodological problems: 1) lack of a large number of risk measures related to IPO failures, and 

2) a look-ahead bias that may exaggerate the true ex-ante prediction power of explanatory variables. 

Moreover, with the subsequent introduction of a series of landmark pieces of legislation (Sarbanes-

Oxley Act, Dodd-Frank Act, JOBS Act, etc.), findings in the DJ study may not fully explain current 

IPO failure patterns. Our paper enhances DJ’s methodology by constructing ML IPO failure 

prediction models and selecting the most important predictors from a very large list of variables 

related to IPO characteristics, firm characteristics, and macroeconomic conditions.  

Our ML model is arguably the most comprehensive and most reliable economic model of 

IPO failure risk. To be considered comprehensive, a reliable IPO failure prediction model must 

incorporate information from numerous predictors. Our model achieves that status by 

incorporating 980 variables, only a few of which have been attested in the IPO literature. The IPO 

literature has reported several such known predictors. For example, Hensler et al. (1997) analyze 

the relation between IPO failure rates and issue characteristics and find that failure risk is 

negatively related to firm age and size, insider ownership, and IPO underpricing. Jain and Kini 

(1999; 2000) show that pre-IPO operating performance, the presence of VC backing, and/or a 

prestigious lead investment bank reduce the likelihood of IPO failure. The DJ (2007) paper 

implements a more comprehensive predictive model and adds firm leverage, auditor quality, and 

selling, general, and administrative expenses (SG&A) as additional reliable predictors of IPO 
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failure. Yung et al. (2008) shows that the IPO market’s heat at the time of the offering is also a 

reliable failure predictor.1 To this shortlist of known determinants of IPO failure, we add more 

than 950 additional variables that either capture the macroeconomic conditions at the time of the 

offering (e.g., treasury-bill rates, term spread, default yield spread, book-to-market ratio for the 

Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA), etc.) or measure the operating performance of a firm as 

reflected in all the Compustat variables. We create these numerous operating performance 

indicators following Yan and Zheng’s (2017) approach.  

Furthermore, our ML model (XGBoost) is advantageous from the econometric point of 

view. ML algorithms are statistical learning methods that are effective in dealing with large 

number of predictors (Gu et al, 2020) characterized by non-normal distributions (Athey and 

Imbens, 2019; Kleinberg et al, 2017). According to Mullainathan and Spiess (2017), these models 

offer advantages in that: 1) they can properly handle predictors that show large skewness and 

kurtosis; 2) they can estimate non-linear, non-monotonic, or other such complex relationships 

between two variables; and 3) unlike parametric models, they do not rely on statistical inference 

rules, such as the normality assumption (in OLS), significance tests, or lack of multicollinearity 

between determinants.  

Our estimation model screens out the signals that represent the most decisive factor for 

IPO failure from the massive amount of information imbedded in the numerous variables. It reveals 

the heterogeneous effects and changing characteristics of risk factors by comparing different types 

of companies, market conditions, stock exchanges, and periods. Since the model relies on a rolling-

window prediction approach that is based purely on ex-ante information, it achieves high accuracy 

 
1 Other factors such as CEO characteristics (Gounopoulos and Pham, 2018), board effectiveness (Charitou et al., 2007), 

earnings management (Alhadab et al., 2014), presence of committed anchor investors (Espenlaub et al., 2014), chosen 

offer price (Seguin and Smoller, 1997; Boehme and Colak, 2012), and investor relation consultants (Chahine et al., 

2020) are also reported to affect the odds of IPO survival.  
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(out-of-sample AUC) when predicting potential IPO failures. As an output, our predictive model 

creates a unified risk indicator that could have a substantial impact on IPO investors’ wealth. This 

ML model enables us to add several new variables to the list of known predictors of IPO failure 

mentioned above. Newly discovered variables such as volatility of ROA and cash flows, accounts 

payable to total sales, pretax income to common equity, treasury bill rate, total current debt, book-

to-market of the DJIA index, and depreciation over plant, property and equipment are all reliable 

predictors of IPO failure risk.   

Our findings provide nonnegligible economic advantages to IPO investors. The total value 

loss from not accurately predicting a soon-to-be-failing issue is significantly lower with our ML 

method compared with other models. We estimate that IPO investors could have saved around 

$18billion over the period between 1994 and 2016 by more accurately predicting IPOs that would 

imminently fail if they had used our ML predictive model instead of a logit model. This prediction 

would have been made at the time of the IPO event and, thus, early IPO investors could have 

avoided future failure. Similarly, the long-run stock performance (buy-and-hold returns over 36 or 

60 months) of screened IPO stocks is significantly improved when our ML methodology is utilized.  

In recent years, machine learning has become increasingly popular in finance literature. 

Typically, machine learning methods are shown to be able to predict stock returns (Feng et al, 

2020; Gu et al, 2020; Kozak et al, 2020; and Giglio et al, 2021); detect accounting fraud (Bao et 

al., 2020); and predict the nomination of corporate directors (Erel et al., 2021); In the context of 

corporate survival, Jones (2017) applies a gradient boosting approach to corporate bankruptcy 

prediction and shows its advantage over the logit regression model. Colak et al. (2020) utilize 

machine learning models to explain the underperformance and regulatory delisting of Chinese 

companies listed in the U.S. stock exchanges. Antretter et al. (2019) use context-specific machine 
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learning approaches and find that Twitter content can be used to accurately predict new venture 

survival. Zbikowski and Antosiuk (2021) forecast company’s success with supervised machine 

learning methods. What is lacking in the literature is a robust and reproducible machine learning 

model that can integrate all ex-anti publicly available information to quantify the potential risk of 

IPO failure. To the best of our knowledge, our paper is the first to construct comprehensive 

machine learning models to predict the IPO failure risk and identify the determining factors related 

to the success or failure of IPOs. 

2. Methodology 

2.1 Supervised machine learning and classification  

Supervised ML techniques provide a powerful set of tools for prediction. Unlike 

unsupervised learning, the goal of which is to infer the natural structure present within a set of data 

points, the goal of supervised ML is to learn a function that, given a sample of data and desired 

outputs, best approximates the relationship between input and output values observable in the data. 

Although supervised ML and traditional models both deal with similar traditional statistical 

problems (e.g., classification, regression), the difference lies in the flexibility, out-of-sample 

predictability, and nonlinearity of ML models (Athey and Imbens, 2019). Compared to the 

traditional econometric method, which relies heavily on many assumptions that are unlikely to be 

fully satisfied in real life (Wooldridge, 2010), the ML algorithm need not specify the distribution 

of dependent or independent variables. The only assumption required by the ML model is that the 

joint distribution of (Y, X) in the test set is the same as in the training set, and the optimization 

process is completely based on model complexity and the bias-variance trade-off. 

IPO failure prediction can be regarded as a classification problem. The main goal of an 

IPO failure prediction model is to train a classifier on a set of samples whose class labels are 
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already known, so that it can classify unknown samples. Specifically, a predictive model of IPO 

failure establishes a mapping function of the formula 𝑃(𝑋) = Pr  (𝑌 = 1 | 𝑋) , where 𝑌 =

{
0, 𝑖𝑓 𝐼𝑃𝑂 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑

1, 𝑖𝑓 𝐼𝑃𝑂 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑑
, and 𝑋 =  {𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥2, ⋯ , 𝑥𝑛}, denoting the known IPO features and market 

conditions at the time of the IPO. The values of 𝑃(𝑋)  =  𝑃(𝐼𝑃𝑂 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒) will range between 0 and 

1. The IPO failure classification process establishes the classification model to describe historical 

data and then applies the established model to predict the survival or failure of newly listed IPOs.  

2.2 eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) 

The eXtreme gradient boosting (XGBoost), proposed by Chen and Guestrin (2014), is an 

efficient and scalable implementation of the gradient boosting (GB) framework (Friedman, 2001). 

The GB algorithm is a boosting ensemble method combining the output of many weak prediction 

models to produce the final robust prediction model. Boosting refers to the general problem of 

producing very accurate forecasting rules through a combination of rough and modestly inaccurate 

empirical rules. In the boosting process, samples that can be estimated relatively correctly using 

previous base learners will be less emphasized in subsequent learners. In a statistical framework, 

GB can be described as a numerical optimization problem aimed at minimizing loss in the model 

by adding weak learners using a gradient descent-like process.  

XGBoost is a regularized implementation of GB providing a stronger regularization 

framework that helps to avoid overfitting (Xia et al. 2017). The derivation follows from the same 

idea as GB, which uses K additive trees to create the ensemble model, 

 �̂� = 𝑓(𝑥) = ∑ 𝑓𝑖(𝑥), 𝑓𝑖(𝑥) ∈ 𝐹 𝐾
𝑖=0 , (1) 

 where 𝐹 = 𝑓(𝑥)  = 𝑤𝑞(𝑥)(𝑞: ℝ𝑚  →  𝛵 , 𝑤 ∈ ℝ𝑇) (2) 

where q represents the structure of the tree that maps an input to the corresponding leaf index. T is 

the number of leaves in the tree, and 𝑤𝑖 represents the score on i-th leaf.  
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To learn the set of functions used in the model, we minimize the following loss function: 

 ℒ(𝜙) = ∑ 𝑙(�̂�𝑖, 𝑦𝑖) + ∑ Ω(𝑓𝑘)𝑘𝑖 , (3) 

 where Ω(𝑓𝑘) = 𝛾𝑇 +
1

2
ℷ||𝑤||2 (4) 

𝑙 is a differentiable convex loss function that measures the difference between the predicted 𝑦𝑖 and 

the target �̂�𝑖. The ∑ Ω(𝑓𝑘)𝑘  penalizes the complexity of the model, which helps to smooth the final 

learnt weights to avoid over-fitting.  

For the t-th iteration, 𝑓𝑡 is added to minimize the objective function: 

 ℒ (𝑡) = ∑𝑖 𝑙(�̂�𝑖
𝑡−1 + 𝑓𝑡(𝑥𝑖), 𝑦𝑖) + ∑𝑡Ω(𝑓𝑘) (5) 

Using a Taylor series expansion, the second-order approximation of the objective function is: 

 ℒ (𝑡) = ∑𝑖
𝑛 [𝑙(�̂�𝑖

𝑡−1, 𝑦𝑖) + 𝑔𝑖𝑓𝑡(𝑥𝑖) +
1

2
ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑖

2(𝑥𝑖)] +  Ω(𝑓𝑘), (6) 

 where 𝑔𝑖 = 𝜕�̂�𝑖
𝑡−1𝑙(�̂�𝑖

𝑡−1, 𝑦𝑖) and ℎ𝑖 = 𝜕
�̂�𝑖

𝑡−1
2 𝑙(�̂�𝑖

𝑡−1, 𝑦𝑖)  (7) 

Then, if we let the 𝐼𝑗 = {𝑖|𝑞(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑗} be the instance set of leaf j and remove the constant terms, 

the objective function is rewritten as: 

 
ℒ (𝑡) = ∑𝑖

𝑛 [𝑔𝑖𝑓𝑡(𝑥𝑖) +
1

2
ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑖

2(𝑥𝑖)] + 𝛾𝑇 +
1

2
ℷ||𝑤||

2
 

(8) 

 
= ∑𝑗=1

𝑇 [(∑𝑖∈𝐼𝑗
𝑔𝑖)𝑤𝑖 +

1

2
(∑𝑖∈𝐼𝑗

ℎ𝑖 + 𝜆)𝑤𝑗
2] + 𝛾𝑇 

(9) 

For a fixed tree structure, the optimal weight of leaf j is calculated by differentiating this equation 

with respect to w and equating it to 0, thus, 

 
𝑤𝑗

∗ = −
∑𝑖∈𝐼𝑗

𝑔𝑖

∑𝑖∈𝐼𝑗
ℎ𝑖 + 𝜆

 
(10) 

Then, by replacing 𝑤𝑗
∗, the optimal value for the given tree structure would be: 
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ℒ (𝑡)(𝑞) = −

1

2
∑𝑗=1

𝑇
(∑𝑖∈𝐼𝑗

𝑔𝑖)
2

∑𝑖∈𝐼𝑗
ℎ𝑖 + 𝜆

+ 𝛾𝑇 
(11) 

2.3 Accuracy and interpretability  

As accuracy of prediction is the most important factor of a classification prediction model, 

it provides a comparison standard for the quality of different prediction models. In this paper, we 

follow the ML literature and use the area under the ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curve 

(AUC) to evaluate and compare the performance of IPO failure prediction models. Typically, the 

ROC curve is a plot of the proportion of true positives (correctly predicted failure IPOs) versus the 

proportion of false positives (wrongly predicted failure IPOs) at different probability cutoffs. 

Therefore, the area under the ROC curve (AUC) is a threshold-insensitive metric that indicates the 

degree to which the model can distinguish categories (Fawcett, 2006). The higher the AUC score, 

the better the model. 

While accuracy is the main goal of predictive learning, interpretability is important for 

discovering the story behind the model. Compared to most sophisticated statistical learning 

methods such as neural networks and support vector machines, a tree-based model (such as 

XGBoost) is designed to generate transparent rules that are easily interpretable by non-statisticians.  

Although the XGBoost model may be very complex and involves many potential 

nonlinearities and interactions between predictor variables, the usefulness of each variable in 

prediction is revealed by quantifying the importance of specific variables that marginalize on other 

variables (Ishwaran, 2007). Specifically, the importance of each predictor on a decision tree is 

calculated as the decrease in node impurity weighted by the probability of reaching that node: 

 
𝑣𝑖𝑖 =

∑𝑗:𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑗 𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑖 𝑛𝑖𝑗

∑𝑘∈𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑛𝑖𝑘
 

(12) 
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𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚_𝑣𝑖𝑖 =

𝑣𝑖𝑖

∑𝑗∈𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑣𝑖𝑖
 

(13) 

Then, the overall variable importance (VI) for each predictor is calculated as the sum of the 

predictor’s importance value on each tree (𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚_𝑣𝑖𝑖) divided by the total number of trees (𝑇): 

 
𝑉𝐼𝑖 =

∑𝑗∈𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚_𝑣𝑖𝑖

𝑇
 

(14) 

Typically, the VI is expressed as a scale between 0 and 1. The higher the value the more important 

the predictor. 

Since our ML models are mostly nonlinear, the effect of each predictor on IPO failure is 

complicated, and their coefficients cannot be represented by constants. To investigate these non-

linear relationships, we used Individual Conditional Expectation (ICE) plots. An ICE is a refined 

partial-dependence plot (PDP) created by graphing the functional relationship between the 

predicted response and the feature for individual observations (Goldstein et al. 2015). The plot 

represents graphical visualizations of the marginal effect of a given variable (IPO failure 

predictors) on the outcome (IPO failure). It displays one line per instance that shows how the 

instance’s prediction changes when a feature changes. 

3. Sample data and variable formation 

3.1. Data collection and sample selection  

Our data are collected from multiple sources. We start by retrieving all the initial public 

offerings (IPOs) between 1980 and 2016 from the U.S. Common Stock Data File of the Securities 

Data Company (SDC) and screen-out the ADRs, closed-end funds, unit offers, and any other non-

common-stock type of shares. Data related to IPO issuance-related characteristics are also obtained 

from the SDC and include filing and issuance dates, offer price, first-day closing price, total 

proceeds raised, total shares offered, number of primary and secondary shares offered, name of 
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lead underwriter, whether the firm is backed by venture capital, and whether the firm is in a high-

tech industry. Accounting and auding data are obtained from the Compustat database. We collect 

ownership and shareholder information from 13F files and the Thomson One database, 

respectively. The founding year of the IPO firm is downloaded from Jay Ritter’s website (Field-

Ritter dataset of company founding dates). Market and stock returns are obtained from the Center 

for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) databases. Our data sources and variable descriptions are 

detailed in Table 1.  

Insert Table 1 Here 

To classify sampled IPO firms into failures and nonfailures, we retrieve delisting data 

between 1980 and 2021 from CRSP, which provides delisting codes that allow us to determine the 

reason for delisting. We follow Demers and Joos (2007) and classify IPOs as “failures” if the IPO 

delists because of “liquidations” or is “dropped” within five years following the IPO (delisting 

codes in the 400 and 500 range, excluding 501–503 and 573). All other IPOs are classified as 

“nonfailures.” To have sufficient time to observe the company's post-IPO status, we ensure that 

all IPOs have a tracking window of at least five years; therefore, samples of IPOs from 2017 

onward are removed. The yearly distribution of the number of IPOs and involuntary delisting is 

shown in Table 2. 

Insert Table 2 Here 

3.2. Variable formation 

Our first set of variables includes firm-level measures found in the existing literature 

related to company and IPO performance. We start by creating the 13 variables used in the DJ 

model, including CM_rank, VCdummy, Big8Natl, IPOmkt90days, FirstDayRet, offer_price, 

logAge, leverage, logRD, logSGA, grossmargin, logAccumDeficit, and logSales. More details of 
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these variables can be found in Demers and Joos (2007) and in our Table 1. To further account for 

the ex-anti operational risk of an IPO, we include variables related to the volatility of cash flow 

and ROA. Specifically, cfq_stdev_3yrs and roa_stdev_3yrs measure the standard deviation of the 

quarterly cash flows and ROA of a company calculated over the prior 12 quarters.  

In addition to operational risk, IPO failure risk may also relate to institutional and private 

ownership. For instance, Chemmanur, Hu, and Huang (2010) claim that institutions can obtain 

private information that allows them to avoid underperforming IPOs. Similarly, sophisticated and 

well-connected investors are typically favoured by underwriters and thus are able to obtain higher 

allocations in IPOs with better potential (Boehmer, Boehmer, and Fishe, 2006). To account for 

potential risk related to IPO pricing, we include proportionprimaryshares and inst_hold_perc_q1, 

which measure the fraction of the total shares offered sold by existing shareholders and the fraction 

of the outstanding shares owned by institutional investors, respectively.  

IPO failure risk is also related to the IPO readiness and preparedness (Algebaly, et al. 2014; 

Johan, 2010). A well-prepared IPO backed by venture capital can attract more prestigious investors 

during roadshows (Megginson and Weiss, 1991) and increase the likelihood of IPO success 

(Carpentier and Suret, 2009). Furthermore, IPOs backed by more reputable VCs are more likely 

to exit successfully (Nahata, 2008). Similarly, since the performance of an IPO is highly correlated 

with future litigation risks (Lowry and Shu, 2002), legal counsel can play an important role in the 

survival of the IPO. In other words, a reputable law firm participating in the IPO process may 

reduce the risk of future IPO failure. We thus construct the VC reputation measure (VC_repu) and 

law firm reputation measure (Law_firm_repu) following Krishnan et al. (2011) by calculating the 

total gross proceeds of IPOs backed by each VC/law firm in the past 3 calendar years. We divide 

the VCs and law firms into deciles by comparing the reputation of all VCs and law firms in each 
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five-year interval, and then follow Carter and Manaster (1990) to establish the rank of VC and law 

firm (VC_rank and Law_firm_rank). The results are VC reputation rank and law firm rank on a 

scale from one (least reputable) to ten (most reputable). From another perspective, as shown by 

Colak and Gunay, 2011, some high-quality firms may strategically delay their initial public 

offering and prepare themselves for a favourable signal about the economic conditions. We include 

WaitingDays, (i.e., the number of days between the IPO filing and issuance dates) to reflect the 

quality and readiness of the company. To account for preparedness of product market competition, 

we include avdertising_intensity, which represents the total advertising spending of the firm scaled 

by sales. Additionally, in order to measure a company’s readiness on social media, we added the 

Twitter_initiation variable to measure whether a company has an official twitter account at the 

time of the IPO event. 

IPO failure risk can also be affected by the market and macro environment (Luo and 

Ouyang, 2014). Thus, our second set of variables includes measures related to market and 

macroeconomic conditions. Our overall IPO market’s heat measure – heatdegrees (Yung, Colak, 

and Wang, 2008) utilizes the quarterly IPO volume data going back to 1960, which in turn is 

retrieved from Jay Ritter’s website. The market return, mkt_ret_crsp_sp12, is measured by the 

buy-and-hold return of the S&P 500 Index during the 12-month period prior to the IPO date. Our 

macroeconomic indicators are constructed based on Welch and Goyal (2008), including the 

dividend price ratio of the S&P 500 (dp); earnings price ratio of the S&P 500 (ep); book-to-market 

ratio for the DJIA (bm); net equity expansion of the NYSE (nits); treasury-bill rates (tbl); term 

spread (tms); default yield spread (dfy); and stock variance of the S&P 500 (svar). More details of 

the variables can be found at Welch and Goyal (2008). Definitions of variables used to measure 

firm operational risks, IPO pricing risks, and market risks are listed in Table 1.  
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To comprehensively include all variables reflected on financial statements that relate to 

potential IPO risks, we construct the “universe” of fundamental signals. Specifically, we scale the 

240 accounting variables constructed by Yan and Zheng (2017) by fifteen different base variables 

including AT (total assets), ACT (total current assets), INVT (inventory), PPENT (property, plant, 

and equipment), LT (total liabilities), LCT (total current liabilities), DLTT (long-term debt), CEQ 

(total common equity), SEQ (stockholders’ equity), ICAPT (total invested capital), SALE (total 

sales), COGS (cost of goods sold), XSGA (selling, general, and administrative cost), EMP (number 

of employees), and MKTCAP (market capitalization) to construct financial ratios. This procedure 

leaves us 3600 (240*15) ratio variables. We further require each fundamental signal to have at 

least 90 percent non-missing values for all observations and impute the rest of the missing values 

with the industry median.2 The above screening criteria leave us 951 fundamental signals. The full 

list of the 951 fundamental signals can be found in the Appendix. 

4. Empirical results 

4.1. DJ replication and extension 

Before we formally build a machine learning model, we first look at how explanatory DJ’s 

variables are for failure prediction in the current IPO environment. The purpose of this procedure 

is to understand whether DJ’s variables are applicable to a longer sample period, and how different 

market conditions and SOX affect the relationship between DJ’s variables and IPO failure. 

Insert Table 3 Here 

Table 3 presents the results of logistic failure regressions using the 13 DJ variables. The 

first three columns report the regression on the whole sample, non-tech subsample, and high-tech 

 
2 The statistical literature has stated that bias is likely in analyses with more than 10% missing information and that if 

more than 40% of data are missing in important variables then results should only be considered as hypothesis- 

generating (Dong and Peng, 2013) 
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subsample, respectively. The pseudo R2 are approximately 12%, 16%, and 10% for each of the 

whole sample, non-tech, and high-tech models, respectively. The R2 reported in our sample period 

(1980 -2016) are much lower than that reported in the DJ (23% and 37% for non-tech and high-

tech models with a sample period between 1980 and 2000), indicating that the explanatory power 

of the variables used in the model has decreased in recent years. The sign of each variable is mostly 

the same as that found in DJ, although the magnitude has changed. Moreover, the significance of 

each of the variables changed remarkably. Typically, for the non-tech group. logRD becomes 

significant and grossmargin becomes insignificant compared to DJ. To some extent, innovation 

and development prospects gradually replace pre-IPO profitability as the determinant of the 

success of non-tech companies. For the high-tech group, compared to DJ, CM_rank, Big8Natl, and 

logSGA become insignificant and grossmargin becomes significant, which shows that factors 

determining the success or failure of high-tech IPOs are shifting from intermediaries to firm 

fundamentals. 

Columns 4 and 5 in Table 3 show results of a regression analysis on IPOs issued during 

cold and hot markets, respectively. The division of the hot and cold markets is based on Yung et 

al.’s (2008) classification, which was calculated based on the quarterly IPO volume. The signs and 

coefficients of variables are generally consistent with the results of the entire sample. VCdummy, 

Big8Natl, IPOmkt90days, and FirstDayRet only show significance in the cold market subsample, 

indicating that VC, auditor, and IPO pricing have stronger warning effects on future market 

performance under relatively cold market conditions.  

4.2. Rolling-window IPO failure prediction 

In this section, we start to build rolling-window prediction models and compare the 

prediction performance among three different models, namely, a logistic model with 13 DJ 
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variables, ML models with 13 DJ variables, and ML models with “universal” variables. We include 

10 years of data in the training set and use the following 4 years of data as a validation set. The 

year following the end of the validation set period is the out-of-sample testing set. For example, 

the first model that predicts failure within five years for firms that IPO in 1994 is trained using 

1980-1989 as a training set and 1990-1993 as a validation set. We repeat this process annually 

until the testing set reaches the end of the sample period (i.e., 2016). To prevent over-fitting 

problems, we adopt a two-level model-construction schema. Typically, for each training model, 

we first build an XGBoost model based on 980 variables and select the top 20 most important 

variables, and then build another XGBoost model based on the selected 20 variables to form the 

final model. The flowchart of the rolling-window model construction is presented in Figure 2. 

Insert Figure 2 Here 

In the prediction process, each IPO issued between 1994 and 2016 will be predicted with a 

value between 0 and 1 to indicate the probability that it will fail within five years. For each model, we 

built three different training variants, including models trained with all samples, with non-tech 

subsamples, and with high-tech subsamples. We calculate the out-of-sample predictive performance 

(AUC) for each of the models and display the results in Panel A of Table 4. 

Insert Table 4 Here 

The first row in Panel A of Table 4 displays the AUCs for the logistic models trained on 

13 DJ variables. The models trained on historical data did a decent job in predicting the out-of-

sample IPO failure with AUCs of 0.698 and 0.730 for the whole sample and non-tech subsample 

models, respectively. The predictive performance of the model built on the high-tech subsample 

is somewhat unsatisfactory (with an AUC of 0.593), showing that DJ’s model lacks competence 

in evaluation of high-tech IPOs in recent years. Using the same set of 13 DJ variables, the XGBoost 

model does a better job of out-of-sample prediction, which is reflected in improved AUCs in the 
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three different variant models (0.729, 0.748, and 0.673 for the whole sample, non-tech subsample, 

and high-tech subsample models, respectively). In other words, compared with logistic regression, 

the XGBoost model is more capable of distinguishing between survival and failure IPOs based on 

the 13 indicators used in DJ’s model.  

To further discover the full potential of XGBoost, we construct XGBoost models based on 

the 980 (951+13+16) variables described in section 3.2 (ML_universal). The out-of-sample 

prediction performances are displayed in the 3rd row of the Table 4. On average, the AUC for the 

whole sample model is 0.779, indicating that the models have a good classification ability to diagnose 

firms that are likely to fail within five years. The non-tech and high-tech models have AUCs of 0.790 

and 0.765, respectively, which show better performance than the first two models. To some extent, the 

results shown in Panel A of Table 4 indicate the applicability of using XGBoost to solve the IPO failure 

prediction problem and the need to include more information in model formation3.  

After verifying the superiority of the predictive ability of the ML model, we now examine its 

economic significance. IPO failure typically relates to a rapid and sharp decline in stock returns (Macey 

et al., 2008), resulting in capital losses for investors. The most direct application of the IPO failure 

prediction model is to provide early warning of risky IPOs to avoid potential value loss. Therefore, the 

quality of an IPO failure prediction model largely depends on the potential value loss in cases where 

the prediction fails. To horizontally compare losses in the case of potential prediction failures of the 

three different model structures, we separately calculate the market value of the failure IPOs that were 

 
3 The equilibrium of IPO failure may has changed during the dot com bubble period (Ljungqvist and Wilhelm, 2003; 

Johan, 2010). In order to verify the robustness of our model prediction to dot com bubble, in unreported results, we 

divide the test sample into three sub-samples, namely the pre-bubble period (1994-1997), the bubble period (1998-

2002) and the post-bubble period (2002-2016) and test the predictive performance of “ML_universe” model on these 

three different sub-samples. The performance of the model is not severely affected by the dot com bubble (out of 

sample AUC of pre-bubble period, the bubble period and the post-bubble period are 0.794, 0.771, and 0.739, 

respectively) 
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not detected by each model4 at their time of issuance. We show the failed IPO losses that were not 

detected by each of the three models each year in panel B of Table 4. We also plot the loss of each 

model's prediction failure and the cumulative losses of all prediction failures in Figure 3. 

Insert Figure 3 Here 

From Table 4, we can clearly see that the loss resulting from potential prediction errors based 

on the logistic model using the 13 DJ variables is huge, at around US$34.371 billion in terms of market 

value across our predicting periods (1994-2016). Potential loss from prediction errors based on the 

XGBoost model using 13 DJ variables is significantly reduced, at approximately US$23.910 billion. 

The XGBoost prediction model with more predictive variables thus reduces the loss of market value 

caused by prediction failure to a greater extent. The cumulative loss from prediction errors of the 

XGBoost model throughout the forecast period is US$14.846 billion, which is less than half of that 

from the logistic prediction model. In other words, establishing a superior forecasting model and 

adding more forecasting parameters will potentially reduce a significant amount of value loss for 

investors, which largely proves the necessity to apply ML models and add more variables when 

building IPO failure prediction models. 

4.3. The information content of predicted probability of IPO failure  

Within the XGBoost prediction model, each IPO of the out-of-sample testing set (1994-

2016) will be assigned a failure probability value between 0 and 1. In the above analysis, we used 

0.5 as the threshold to define the prediction of dichotomy for IPO failure. Dichotomizing the 

prediction probability to determine the prediction result itself has significant economic 

significance, but at the same time, part of the information from the continuous probability value is 

 
4 The failure IPOs that were not detected by each model refers to cases whereby the IPO failed within 5 years but was 

predicted as a “non-failure” by the model. We define each sample with a predicted probability exceeding 0.5 as a 

predicted failure. 
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not fully utilized. For example, an IPO with a predicted failure probability of 0.4 has a greater 

potential risk than an IPO with a predicted failure probability of 0.2, although neither is predicted 

to fail within five years. To explore whether or how the predicted failure probability will affect 

subsequent market performance, we divide IPOs into three groups according to the estimated 

probabilities of failure (namely, low-, medium- and high-risk groups) to compare the buy-and-

hold abnormal returns (BHARs). In Table 5, we show the average three- and five-year BHAR of 

the risk portfolio based on the predicted failure risk calculated from the overall sample, high-tech 

subsample, and non- subsample models. 

Insert Table 5 Here 

Panel A of Table 5 shows the average three- and five-year buy-and-hold abnormal returns 

(BHAR 36 and BHAR 60) for the risk portfolio implied by the predicted failure risk of the whole 

sample model. The entire sample of IPOs produced negative BHARs in three and five years, 

indicating that, on average, the return performance of newly listed companies lags behind the 

market. The low-risk group, on the other hand, produces positive BHAR 36 and BHAR 60, which 

translates into a strong market performance for IPOs with low predicted failure risk. The BHAR 

36 and BHAR 60 of the medium- and high-risk groups are negative, while the absolute value of 

the BHAR of the high-risk group is larger. This result shows that, to a certain extent, long-term 

holdings of IPOs with a higher risk of potential failure have greater downside risks. The "pseudo-

hedging" strategy of the long low-failure risk portfolio and the short high-failure risk portfolio 

BHARs for three and five years are 44.96 and 65.41 respectively, which are both significant at the 

1% level. 

Panels B and C of Table 5 show the risk portfolio formed by the failure risk probability 

predicted by the high-tech and non-tech models, respectively. On average, non-tech firms have 
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higher negative BHARs (with -21.35 and -36.69 for three and five years, respectively) compared 

to high-tech firms (with BHAR 36 of -6.38 and BHAR 60 of -13.73). Again, the average BHAR 

36 and BHAR 60 models for low-risk IPOs are both positive, and the high-tech model creates more 

positive excess abnormal returns for low-risk IPOs. The average BHAR of high-risk IPOs is mostly 

higher than that of medium-risk IPOs of both high-tech and non-tech companies, except for the 

high-tech model BHAR 36. The "pseudo-hedging" strategy is applicable to both high-tech and non-

tech models. The non-tech model pseudo hedge has higher BHARs for a three-year holding period, 

while the high-tech model pseudo hedge has slightly higher BHARs for a five-year holding period. 

By comparing investment portfolios, we find that IPOs with low failure risk systematically 

outperform those with high failure risk in terms of market performance. To further explore the 

impact of IPO failure risk on BHARs, we established a regression model to study their 

interrelationship. Specifically, we regress BHAR 36 and BHAR 60 on predicted failure, controlling 

for issue size (logSize), firm age (logAge), underwriter reputation (CM_rank), proportion of 

primary shares (proportionprimaryshares), pre-IPO year total sales (logSales), IPO year 

accumulative deficit (logAccumDeficit), IPO year gross margin (grossmargin), IPO year leverage 

(leverage), and VC dummy (VCdummy). The regression results can be found in Table 6.  

Insert Table 6 Here 

Panel A of Table 6 shows the relationship between predicted failure risk and three-year 

BHARs. The first column shows the regression results without a control variable. The predicted 

probability of failure is negative and statistically significant at the 1% level, indicating the higher 

the predicted failure risk, the lower the BHAR 36. Typically, a 1% increase in predicted failure risk 

incurs approximately a 0.95 decrease in BHAR 36 (95.1236 * 1%). The second column adds control 

variables in the literature related to long-term IPO performance. The coefficient of predicted 
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probability of failure remains significant at the 1% level, although the magnitude decreased 

slightly. The signs of the control variables are consistent with those in previous studies, although 

many are not significant. Typically, IPOs with higher sales, higher leverage, and with VC backing 

perform better in terms of three-year BHARs. Some control variables (such as logAge and 

CM_rank) are not significant, partly because this information has been included in our 

comprehensive failure-risk probability, which we will discuss in detail in the next section. 

Columns 3 to 6 present results of a regression analysis performed on the predicted probability of 

failure calculated on the high-tech and non-tech models. Similarly, the results hold for both high-

tech and non-tech models, where the predicted failure risk is negatively and statistically 

significantly correlated with BHAR 36. Compared with technology companies, the failure 

probability of non-tech companies is more influential on BHAR 36, as reflected by the larger 

negative coefficient. In other words, buying and holding of non-tech IPOs with high failure risk 

for three years has greater potential downside risks than that for high-tech IPOs with high failure 

risk. 

Panel B of Table 6 shows the relationship between predicted failure risk and five-year 

BHARs. Negative and statistically significant coefficients for predicting failure probability apply 

to all model changes, with or without controls. The impact of predicted probability of failure risk 

on BHAR 60 is even greater than that for BHAR 36, suggesting that the downside risk of buying 

and holding IPOs with a high risk of failure is unlikely to be temporary. 

4.4. Top predictors of IPO failure 

We can see from the above analysis that the IPO failure prediction model based on ML can 

not only accurately predict the IPOs that are at risk of failure within five years of listing but can 

also help create a comprehensive risk indicator that is related to market performance in the first 
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few years after listing. Therefore, in this subsection, we investigate the main determinants of 

predicted IPO failure risk by searching for the most important predictors of IPO failure.  

Typically, instead of searching for highly significant variables using t-stats (or p-values), 

ML focuses on locating highly predictive variables using relative ranking by variable importance 

(VI). As discussed in Section 3.3, VI reflects the increase in the model’s prediction error after we 

permute the values of the variables. Essentially, VI represents a variable’s relative predictive 

ability for IPO failure. To predict IPO failure, we build an XGBoost model for the whole sample 

as well as hi-tech and non-tech subsamples across the entire sample period. The top predictors 

with VI above 0.02 for each of the predictive models are reported in Table 7.  

Insert Table 7 Here 

Panel A of Table 7 shows the results for the whole sample. The XGBoost model selected 

1 DJ variable, namely offer_price, which ranked second. This result confirms DJ’s finding that 

IPO issue price to a certain extent affect survival of the IPO. The best predictor selected by the 

XGBoost model is the pre-IPO ROA volatility (roa_stdev_3yrs), indicating that pre-IPO firm 

operating performance has a profound impact on IPO failure. Similarly, pre-IPO cash-flow 

volatility (cfq_stdev_3yrs), which ranks third in terms of VI, also contributes to the IPO failure. 

The venture capital reputation ranking contributes a lot to the prediction of the model (ranked 

fourth). In other words, the quality of VC plays an important role in the survival of IPO. 

Fundamental signals receiving high VI include accounts payable to total sales (AP/SALE), total 

debt in current liabilities to total assets (DLC/AT), depreciation, depletion, and amortization to 

total property, plant, and equipment (DPACT/PPENT), and pretax income to total common equity 

(PI/CEQ). This result shows that a company’s accounting status prior to listing affects the IPO’s 

failure risk to a certain extent. These selected fundamental signals should be important reference 
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factors for investors when choosing whether to invest in a specific IPO. Moreover, XGBoost 

selects two macroeconomic indicators, treasury-bill rates (tbl), and book-to-market for the DJIA 

(bm). It indicates that the overall macroeconomic conditions will also affect the survival of the 

IPO, and a reasonable market timing may help reduce the risk of IPO failure. 

Panel B of Table 7 shows predictors with the highest VI in the non-tech XGBoost model. 

Many of the best predictors for the entire-sample model remain as best predictors for the non-tech 

model, including pre-IPO ROA volatility (roa_stdev_3yrs), offer price (offer_price), pre-IPO 

cash-flow volatility (cfq_stdev_3yrs), total debt in current liabilities to total assets (DLC/AT), and 

book-to-market for the DJIA (bm), and VC reputation ranking (VC_rank). Two variants of pretax 

income indicators are important (e.g., PI/AT, PI/ICAPT), suggesting that a solid operational 

income at the time of IPO correlates with a lower chance of IPO failure. Panel C of Table 7 shows 

predictors with the highest VI in the high-tech XGBoost model. While some important variables 

in the latter are slightly different from the entire-sample model, the first three predictors are still 

pre-IPO ROA volatility (roa_stdev_3yrs), offer price (offer_price), and pre-IPO cash-flow 

volatility (cfq_stdev_3yrs). The most effective IPO failure predictors for the entire table are pre-

IPO ROA volatility, IPO offer price, and pre-IPO income. The predictive power of VC reputation 

ranking (VC_rank) is more pronounced for high-tech IPOs, while pre-tax income (PI/AT and 

PI/ICAPT) are more valuable predictors of non-tech IPO failure.  

To better understand how the best predictors contribute to IPO failure, we plot the ICE for 

each of them in Figure 4. As described in section 2.3, the ICE of each predictor variable shows the 

average relationship between the corresponding variable and the prediction. A positive value of �̂� 

indicates that this variable increases the risk of IPO failure, while a negative value of �̂� indicates 

that this variable reduces the risk of IPO failure. 
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Insert Figure 4 Here 

From Figure 4, we can see that different predictors have different non-linear dynamic 

relationships with IPO failure. The best predictor, roa_stdev_3yrs, has a positive relationship with 

IPO failure. We can interpret the positive slope as an increased positive effect, whereby the greater 

the roa_stdev_3yrs, the larger is the positive impact of this variable on IPO failure. To the contrary, 

offer_price has a negative impact on IPO failure (or a positive impact on IPO survival) and the 

higher the offer price, the lower the likelihood that an IPO will fail within five years. Typically, 

the impact of offer price on IPO failure is greater for an IPO with a relative high offer price.  

Similar effects on VC_rank, DPACT/PPENT and PI/CEQ, translate into negative correlations 

between IPO failure and VC reputation (VC_rank), depreciation, depletion, and amortization to 

total property, plant, and equipment (DPACT/PPENT), and pre-tax income to total common equity 

(PI/CEQ). The �̂� of cfq_stdev_3yrs is 0 when cfq_stdev_3yrs is small (below around 0.038) and 

turn positive when cfq_stdev_3yrs is large. This finding indicates that cash-flow volatility 

contributes to IPO failure only when the volatility becomes unreasonably high. Accounts payable 

to total sales and total debt in current liabilities to total assets (AP/SALE) are positively related to 

IPO failure risk, indicating that maintaining a low debt level prior to an IPO is conducive to its 

survival. Lastly, treasury-bill rates (tbl) have a positive relationship with IPO failure and the book-

to-market ratio for the DJIA (bm) has a negative relationship with IPO failure.  

Although these best predictors play decisive roles in predicting IPO failure in the overall 

sample period, their roles differ over different time intervals, i.e., each predictor has different 

predictive effects on IPO failure at different times. To further explore the changing characteristics 

of IPO failure, Figure 5 plots the VI of best predictors in the rolling XGBoost predictive models 

at each time point. 
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Insert Figure 5 Here 

From Figure 5, we can see that the VI of each best predictor fluctuates over different 

predictive years. Some of these predictors are only important for determining IPO failures in 

certain years, while others continue to help predict IPO failures. The two best predictors 

(roa_stdev_3yrs and offer_price) are useful for predicting IPO failures in most years, but their 

predictive power gradually weakens in the sample years (Although the importance of offer_price 

has soared in recent years). This finding shows that, at least to a certain extent, the introduction of 

legislation in recent years may have brought new equilibrium to the IPO environment. The 

importance of cfq_stdev_3yrs continued to increase after the 2008 financial crisis and reached its 

peak in the year after the passage of the Jobs Act. On the other hand, VC_rank, who was less 

important in the past 20 years, has shown increasing importance in predicting IPO failure after the 

Great Recession and the passage of the Dodd-Frank Act. The best macroeconomic predictors (tbl 

and bm) are important in predicting IPO failure only under certain market conditions, i.e., tbl 

becomes important in recent years, and bm becomes important when the market is hot. In general, 

these factors have only partially contributed to the prediction of IPO failure, and their specific 

application scenarios depend on the market environment. 

5. Conclusion 

Understanding and properly modeling IPO failure risk is a central theme in the primary 

markets and in the related IPO literature (Demers and Joos, 2007). Yet, estimating this risk is 

highly challenging due to the inherent complexity of its determinants, and due to various 

econometric issues involved with estimating the numerous causes of IPO delistings. We show that 

recent advances in ML modeling, such as XGBoost techniques, provide major advantages in 

estimating this risk. High-dimensional ML models are more suitable for IPO delisting research 
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than are traditional parametric models due to their almost non-existent model assumptions. Unlike 

parametric models such as logistic estimation, ML methods are effective in dealing with large 

number of predictors that are characterized by non-normal distributions.  

     We consider nearly a thousand potential determinants of IPO failure risk when 

implementing our ML model, and we report several new and highly reliable predictors of this risk. 

This technique improves the predictive abilities, both statistically and economically, of the known 

IPO failure models. Utilizing information from these newly discovered variables can have 

substantial economic payoffs for early IPO investors, typically large financial intuitions who are 

allocated IPO shares during the book-building period. Reliable predictive models can be of great 

value to these investors, given that the annual IPO failure rate is as high as 28 percent in our sample. 

The total value loss from not predicting a failing IPO is significantly lower (by around $18billion 

between 1994-2016) with our ML method compared to other models. 

     Our novel methodological approach also provides valuable contributions to the related 

academic literature. We show that prior IPO failure risk modeling has suffered from a major 

missing-variable problem. We report that at least seven variables statistically identified by our 

XGBoost model as the top predictors of IPO failure risk are missing from prior estimation models. 

These predictors include intuitive and economically meaningful variables such as the volatility of 

a firm’s ROA and cash flows, the size of its accounts payable account, its pretax income to 

common equity, its total short-term debt, as well as some macroeconomic variables such as 

treasury bill rate and book-to-market of the DJIA index.    

    These findings suggest that ML models are likely to be the method of choice for any 

future comprehensive analysis of the predictors of IPO failure risk both in the US and across the 
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world. These methods can encompass thousands of variables and still yield statistically reliable (in 

terms of various accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity indicators) and economically valuable results.  
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Figure 1: IPO failure distribution  

 

Figure 1 display the yearly distribution of new IPOs and IPO failures. The blue bar chart shows the number of IPOs 

per year, and the red line depicts the percentage of IPOs issued that year that failed in 5 years. The vertical blue dotted 

lines mark a series of exogeneous shock (Dot-com bubble, Sarbanes-Oxley Act, Dodd-Frank Act, JOBS Act, etc.). 

Our IPO sample is retrieved from the U.S. Common Stock Data File of Securities Data Company (SDC). We include 

all IPOs issued between 1980 and 2016 excluding ADRs, closed-end funds, unit offers, and any other non-common 

stock type of shares. The IPO failure classification is based on the delisting codes from Research on Security Prices 

(CRSP) between 1980 and 2021. We follow Demers and Joos (2007) and classify IPOs as “failures” if the IPO delist 

because of “liquidations” or “dropped” within 5 years subsequent to IPO (delisting codes in the 400 and 500 range, 

excluding 501–503 and 573). All other IPOs are classified as “nonfailures.” In order to have enough time to observe 

the company's post-IPO status, we ensure that all IPOs have a tracking window of at least five years, so samples of 

IPOs in 2017 and after are removed.  
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Figure 2: Flowchart of rolling-window IPO failure prediction  

 

Figure 2 shows the flowchart of the rolling window IPO failure predicting model construction. We include 10 years 

of data in the training set and use the following 4 years of data as validation set. The year following the end of 

validation set period is the out-of-sample testing set. In order to prevent over-fitting problems, we adopt a two-level 

model construction schema. Typically, for each training model, we first build an XGBoost based on 980 variables and 

select the most important top 20 variables, and then build another XGBoost model based on the selected 20 variables 

to form the final model. 
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Figure 3: Total value of loss in failed predictions (millions of dollars) 

Panel A: Yearly loss 

 

Panel B: Cumulative loss 

 

Figure 3 plots the market value of the failure IPOs that were not detected by the logistic model with 13 DJ variables, 

the machine learning model with 13 DJ variables, and the machine learning model with "universe" variables. We 

include 10 years of data in the training set and use the following 4 years of data as validation set. The year following 

the end of validation set period is the out-of-sample testing set. We defined each sample with a predicted probability 

exceeding 0.5 as a predicted failure. Panel A shows the annual loss for each model, and panel B shows the cumulative 

loss for each model throughout the forecast year. 
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Figure 4: Marginal effects of best IPO failure predictors 

  

  

  

  

Figure 4 shows the Individual Conditional Expectation (ICE) plots for best predictors of IPO failure. The ICE is a 

refined partial dependence plot (PDP) by graphing the functional relationship between the predicted response and 

the feature for individual observations (Goldstein et al. 2015). The plots are graphical visualizations of the marginal 

effect of a given variable (IPO failure predictors) on the outcome (IPO failure). A positive value of y ̂ indicates that 

this variable increases the risk of IPO failure, while a negative value of y  ̂indicates that this variable reduces the risk 

of IPO failure. 
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Figure 5: Changing characteristics of IPO failure  

 

Figure 5 plots the changing variable importance of top predicters in machine learning models with "universe" variables. 
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Table 1: Variable definition 

Variable Definition 

Firm operational risks 
 

leverage Total liabilities (LT) divided by total assets (AT) in the year of IPO. Data is from Compustat annual 

files.    

logRD The natural log of one plus R&D expense (XRD) in the year prior to the IPO. Data is from 

Compustat annual files.    

logSGA The natural log of one plus selling, general, and administrative expense (XSGA) in the year of IPO. 

Data is from Compustat annual files.    

grossmargin Sales (SALE) minus cost of goods sold (COGS), all divided by sales (SALE) in the year of IPO. 

Data is from Compustat annual files.    

logAccumDeficit The negative of the natural log of the absolute value of retained earnings (RE) for firms with 

accumulated deficits in the year of IPO, and zero otherwise. Data is from Compustat annual files.    

logSales The natural log of one plus sales (SALE) in the year prior to the IPO. Data is from Compustat annual 

files.    

cfq_stdev_3yrs The standard deviation of the quarterly cash flows of a company calculated over the prior 12 

quarters. The quarterly Cash flows (CF) variable is calculated as CF = (IBQ + DPACTQ – 

DVY/FQTR) / ATQ. Compustat’s Quarterly data is used. When matching with the annual data, we 

take the standard deviation values as of the fourth fiscal quarter (or the end of the fiscal year). 

roa_stdev_3yrs The standard deviation of the quarterly return on assets (ROA) variable of a company calculated 

over the prior 12 quarters period. Quarterly ROA variable is calculated as ROA=NIQ/ATQ. 

Compustat’s Quarterly data is used. When matching with the annual data, we take the standard 

deviation values as of the fourth fiscal quarter (or the end of the fiscal year). 

IPO pricing risks 
 

CM_rank CM_rank is the lead underwriter reputation ranking at the time of the IPO, a value between 9 (best) 

and 0 (worst). It is based on the updated Carter and Manaster (1990) classification, obtained from 

Jay Ritter’s website.      

VCdummy A dummy variable equals one if the IPO firm is VC-backed, zero otherwise. Data is obtained from 

ThomsonOne database. 

VC_repu VC_repu is the average reputation of VCs at the time of IPO. It is calculated following Krishnan et 

al. (2011). For each venture capital, we calculate the total gross proceeds of IPOs backed by the 

venture capital in the past 3 calendar years to form the VC reputation measure.  

VC_rank VC_rank is the rank of VCs at the time of IPO on a scale from one (least reputable) to ten (most 

reputable). We calculate the deciles by comparing the VC_repu of all VCs in each five-year 

interval and rank the VC reputation accordingly. For IPOs with multiple VCs, we treat them 

equally and take the average ranking. 

Law_firm_repu Law_firm_repu is the law firm reputation at the time of IPO. It is calculated as the total gross 

proceeds of IPOs that the law firm acted as legal counsel in the past 3 calendar years. 

Law_firm_rank Law_firm_rank is the rank of law firms at the time of IPO on a scale from one (least reputable) to 

ten (most reputable). We calculate the deciles by comparing the Law_firm_repu of all law firms in 

each five-year interval and rank the law firm reputation accordingly. 

Dual A dummy variable equals to 1 if the IPO is dual class and 0 otherwise. The data is obtained from 

Jay Ritter’s website. 

Big8Natl A dummy variable indicting whether the firm has Big 8 or national firm auditor with is equal to 1 

if Compustat item “AU” is in 1–8 11, 17, 19, 20, 21, 24, or 27 in the year prior to the IPO, and 0 

otherwise. 

logAge The natural log of one plus firm age. Firm age is the number of years since founding year to the 

IPO year. The founding year of the firm is obtained from Jay Ritter’s website (from Field-Ritter 

database of company founding dates, as used in Field and Karpoff (2002) and Loughran and Ritter 

(2004)). 

FirstDayRet The difference between the closing price on the first day of trading and the offer price divided by 

the offer price from SDC. 

offer_price The offer price of IPO from SDC. 

proportionprimaryshares The fraction of the IPO proceeds that is sold by existing shareholders. It is equal to the secondary 

shares sold by existing shareholders over the total number of shares offered, i.e., primary and 

secondary shares. Data is obtained from ThomsonOne database. 

Inst_hold_perc_q1 The fraction of the shares outstanding owned by institutional investors. Data is from 13F files. 

WaitingDays The number of days passed between the filing date and the issuance date of the IPO. 
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avdertising_intensity The ratio of the total Advertising Spending of the firm scaled by Sales (=XAD/Sales). Data is 

fromCompustat annual files.    

Twitter_initiation A dummy variable equals to 1 if the company has an official Twitter account at the time of IPO and 

0 otherwise. We manually search for the official account of each IPO and use Tweepy API to crawl 

the exact date of the initiation of each twitter account. 

Market risks 
 

IPOmkt90days The average initial returns to all IPOs in the 90 days prior to the firm’s IPO. 

heatdegrees The IPO market’s heat is calculated as the ratio of current quarter’s number of IPOs to the moving 

average of the number of IPOs during the past 10 years (40 quarters). It is calculated by following 

the methodology in Yung et al. (2008). 

mkt_ret_crsp_sp12 The buy-and-hold return of the S&P 500 Index during the 12-month period prior to the IPO date. 

Data is from CRSP files. 

dp Dividend Price Ratio (d/p) is the difference between the log of dividends and the log of prices.  

(Dividends are 12-month moving sums of dividends paid on the S&P 500 index; Prices are S&P 

500 index) 

ep The Earnings Price Ratio is the difference between the log of earnings and the log of prices. 

(Earnings are 12-month moving sums of earnings on the S&P 500 index.) 

bm The Book-to-Market Ratio is the ratio of book value to market value for the Dow Jones Industrial 

Average. 

nits Net Equity Expansion is the ratio of 12-month moving sums of net issues by NYSE listed stocks 

divided by the total end-of-year market capitalization of NYSE stocks. 

tbl The treasury-bill rates. 

tms The Term Spread is the difference between the long term yield on government bonds and the 

Treasury-bill. 

dfy The Default Yield Spread is the difference between BAA and AAA-rated corporate bond yields. 

svar Stock Variance is computed as sum of squared daily returns on the S&P 500. 

Table 1 lists the definition of variables used to measure firm operational risks, IPO pricing risks, and market risks. 

Our data are collected from multiple sources. Data related to IPO issuance-related characteristics are obtained from 

SDC. Accounting and auding data are obtained from the Compustat database. Ownership and shareholders 

information are collected from 13F files and Thomson One database respectively. The founding year of the IPO 

firm is downloaded from Jay Ritter’s website (Field-Ritter dataset of company founding dates). Market and stock 

returns are obtained from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) databases. Further firm-level 

fundamental signals can be found in Appendix. 
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Table 2: Yearly distribution 

Year NumberOfIPOs NumberOfFailures PercentageFailure 

1980 59 12 0.203 

1981 161 27 0.168 

1982 55 12 0.218 

1983 313 46 0.147 

1984 138 38 0.275 

1985 137 26 0.190 

1986 278 47 0.169 

1987 213 47 0.221 

1988 85 23 0.271 

1989 84 9 0.107 

1990 78 10 0.128 

1991 191 16 0.084 

1992 291 27 0.093 

1993 407 46 0.113 

1994 319 42 0.132 

1995 323 42 0.130 

1996 485 98 0.202 

1997 357 74 0.207 

1998 222 55 0.248 

1999 341 76 0.223 

2000 260 40 0.154 

2001 56 6 0.107 

2002 58 3 0.052 

2003 65 9 0.138 

2004 169 14 0.083 

2005 132 11 0.083 

2006 138 16 0.116 

2007 131 12 0.092 

2008 18 2 0.111 

2009 46 6 0.130 

2010 95 9 0.095 

2011 74 5 0.068 

2012 95 8 0.084 

2013 128 7 0.055 

2014 169 9 0.053 

2015 102 7 0.069 

2016 47 2 0.043 

Table 2 shows the yearly distribution of number of IPOs, number of failure IPOs, and percentage of failure. We include 

all IPOs issued between 1980 and 2016 excluding ADRs, closed-end funds, unit offers, and any other non-common 

stock type of shares. The IPO failure classification is based on the delisting codes from Research on Security Prices 

(CRSP) between 1980 and 2021. We follow Demers and Joos (2007) and classify IPOs as “failures” if the IPO delist 

because of “liquidations” or “dropped” within 5 years subsequent to IPO (delisting codes in the 400 and 500 range, 

excluding 501–503 and 573). All other IPOs are classified as “nonfailures.” In order to have enough time to observe 

the company's post-IPO status, we ensure that all IPOs have a tracking window of at least five years, so samples of 

IPOs in 2017 and after are removed.  
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Table 3: DJ extension 
 Dependent variable: IPO failure 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

VARIABLES Whole sample Nontech High-tech Cold Market Hot Market 

CM_rank -0.0693*** -0.0744*** -0.0623* -0.0443 -0.0833*** 

 [0.002] [0.009] [0.098] [0.183] [0.008] 

VCdummy -0.4107*** -0.3266** -0.5343*** -0.5505*** -0.1851 

 [0.000] [0.033] [0.004] [0.002] [0.245] 

Big8Natl -0.0983 -0.2541* 0.1450 -0.5421*** 0.1486 

 [0.408] [0.074] [0.533] [0.005] [0.335] 

IPOmkt90days 0.0028** 0.0015 0.0043** 0.0029** 0.0320*** 

 [0.022] [0.418] [0.030] [0.020] [0.002] 

FirstDayRet 0.0038*** 0.0045** 0.0030** 0.0044*** 0.0031* 

 [0.000] [0.017] [0.022] [0.001] [0.079] 

offer_price -0.0898*** -0.0829*** -0.0840*** -0.1075*** -0.0868*** 

 [0.000] [0.000] [0.001] [0.000] [0.000] 

logAge -0.2618*** -0.2296*** -0.3475** -0.3730*** -0.1858** 

 [0.000] [0.001] [0.018] [0.000] [0.020] 

leverage 1.4391*** 1.3858*** 1.5222*** 1.2909*** 1.5184*** 

 [0.000] [0.000] [0.007] [0.001] [0.000] 

logRD -0.4220*** -0.6693** -0.2381* -0.2525** -0.8109*** 

 [0.000] [0.013] [0.097] [0.011] [0.000] 

logSGA 0.0662 0.2114** -0.2252 0.0977 0.1141 

 [0.366] [0.017] [0.143] [0.354] [0.280] 

grossmargin -0.9105*** -1.7083*** -0.1555 -0.7551** -1.1329*** 

 [0.000] [0.000] [0.633] [0.010] [0.000] 

logAccumDeficit -0.1647*** -0.1169*** -0.3206*** -0.1660*** -0.1732*** 

 [0.000] [0.009] [0.000] [0.001] [0.002] 

logSales -0.2719*** -0.4076*** -0.2276** -0.2113*** -0.3328*** 

 [0.000] [0.000] [0.013] [0.001] [0.000] 

Failures within five 

years 610 409 201 260 350 

Log likelihood -1454.911 -931.179 -507.384 -663.001 -0.0833*** 

Nagelkerke R2 0.203 0.214 0.208 0.203 0.216 

Hosmer-Lemeshow 

χ2 13.94 7.46 6.99 5.20 12.34 

Hosmer-Lemeshow 

p-value 0.0833 0.488 0.537 0.736 0.137 

Observations 3962 2400 1562 2056 1906 

Pseudo R2 0.122 0.159 0.102 0.125 0.138 

Table 3 presents the results of logistic failure regressions using the 13 DJ’s variables. The first three columns report 

the regression on the whole sample, nontech subsample, and high-tech subsample, respectively. The pseudo R2 are 

approximately 12%, 16%, and 10% for each of the whole sample, nontech, and high-tech models, respectively. The 

R2 reported in our sample period (1980 -2016) are much lower than that reported in the DJ (23% and 37% for nontech 
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and high-tech models with a sample period between 1980 and 2000), indicating that the explanatory power of the 

variables used in the model has decreased in recent years. The sign of each variable is basically the same as that found 

in DJ, although the magnitude has changed. Column 4 and 5 conduct regression analysis on IPOs issued during cold 

market and hot market, respectively. The division of the hot and cold markets is based on Yung et al. (2008) 

classification which was calculated based on the quarterly IPO volume. The signs and coefficients of variables are 

generally consistent with the results of the entire sample.  
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Table 4: Rolling window predicting performance 

 

Panel A: Predictive performance (AUC) 

Model  Whole sample Nontech High-tech 

Logit_DJ 0.698 0.730 0.593 

ML_DJ 0.729 0.748 0.673 

ML_universal 0.779 0.790 0.765 

 

Panel B: Total value of loss in failed predictions (millions of dollars) 

Year Logit ML_DJ ML_universe 

1994 642.225 531.265 333.468 

1995 768.887 552.737 416.390 

1996 3116.334 2765.357 1753.934 

1997 3236.486 2357.171 1580.803 

1998 3728.811 2590.394 1592.700 

1999 5801.124 3800.235 221.500 

2000 4259.485 1485.895 1097.895 

2001 328.000 266.000 80.000 

2002 170.000 105.000 0.000 

2003 863.624 707.674 735.874 

2004 1598.755 1199.630 468.030 

2005 849.873 590.275 780.498 

2006 1793.238 1599.438 1281.263 

2007 443.829 78.600 0.000 

2008 389.000 200.000 0.000 

2009 831.437 822.237 749.637 

2010 825.522 291.772 685.522 

2011 367.216 317.216 148.500 

2012 1630.205 1598.305 1567.205 

2013 656.650 363.030 201.030 

2014 959.170 904.120 829.120 

2015 459.045 150.000 322.470 

2016 651.770 633.270 0.000 

Total amount 34370.686 23909.621 14845.838 

Table 4 shows the prediction performance comparison between three different rolling window IPO failure prediction 

models, namely the logistic model with 13 DJ variables, the machine learning model with 13 DJ variables, and the 

machine learning model with "universe" variables. We include 10 years of data in the training set and use the following 

4 years of data as validation set. The year following the end of validation set period is the out-of-sample testing set. 

In the prediction process, each IPO that issued between 1994 and 2016 will be predicted with a value between 0 and 

1 to indicate the probability that this IPO will fail within 5 years. Panel A shows the out-of-sample AUC for each 

model variant based on the entire sample, non-technical sub-sample, and high-tech sub-sample. Panel B shows the 

market value of the failure IPOs that were not detected by each model at the time of issuance. We defined each sample 

with a predicted probability exceeding 0.5 as a predicted failure. The results in the table indicate that among the three 

models, the worst model is logistic model with 13 DJ variables and the best model is machine learning model with 

"universe" variables. 
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Table 5: Failure probability and long run performance 

Panel A: Whole sample model 

Risk Portfolio NoObservation BHAR 36 BHAR 60 

Whole sample 3,781 -13.991 -25.409 

Low risk 1,267 10.613 13.180 

Medium risk 1,263 -18.505 -37.559 

High risk 1,251 -34.352 -52.225 

Low minus high difference 
 

44.964 65.405 

t-statistics  (6.21) (7.21) 

Panel B: High tech model 

Risk Portfolio NoObservation BHAR 36 BHAR 60 

Whole sample 1,858 -6.378 -13.732 

Low risk 623 32.686 35.472 

Medium risk 623 -28.279 -35.001 

High risk 612 -23.850 -42.168 

Low minus high difference 
 

56.536 77.640 

t-statistics  (3.43) (4.44) 

Panel C: Nontech model 

Risk Portfolio NoObservation BHAR 36 BHAR 60 

Whole sample 1,923 -21.346 -36.693 

Low risk 643 15.225 2.537 

Medium risk 641 -23.949 -43.570 

High risk 639 -55.535 -69.269 

Low minus high difference 
 

70.759 71.806 

t-statistics  (11.11) (9.84) 

Table 5 shows the average three-year and five-year buy and hold abnormal returns (BHAR) of the risk portfolio based 

on the predicted failure risk of machine learning model with "universe" variables calculated from overall sample model, 

high-tech sub-sample model, and non-technical sub-sample model. Through the XGBoost prediction model, each IPO 

of the out-of-sample testing set (1994-2016) will be assigned a failure probability value between 0 and 1. We divide 

the IPO into three groups (ie, low-risk group, medium-risk group, and high-risk group) using the tertiles of estimated 

failure probability. The "pseudo-hedging" strategy of long low failure risk portfolio and short high failure risk portfolio 

buy and hold abnormal returns for 3 and 5 years are significant at the 1% level among all the model variants.  
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Table 6: Failure probability and long run performance 

Panel A: BHAR 36 
 Dependent variable: BHAR 36 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

VARIABLES Whole sample Whole sample High-tech High-tech Nontech Nontech 

Predicted_failure_whole -95.1236*** -85.6335***     

 [0.000] [0.000]     

Predicted_failure_tech   -94.4256*** -78.9654***   

   [0.000] [0.005]   

Predicted_failure_nontech     -117.6016*** -99.6669*** 

     [0.000] [0.000] 

logSize  -5.4324  -13.4196*  -1.1647 

  [0.156]  [0.075]  [0.699] 

logAge  -3.9302  -12.1677  -2.4600 

  [0.332]  [0.196]  [0.383] 

CM_rank  0.9188  1.4938  -0.1604 

  [0.552]  [0.599]  [0.897] 

proportionprimaryshares  -22.7632  -51.1279  -8.6018 

  [0.254]  [0.260]  [0.536] 

logSales  4.2875*  7.7156  5.8861*** 

  [0.071]  [0.122]  [0.006] 

logAccumDeficit  0.6133  2.0488  0.8868 

  [0.736]  [0.592]  [0.536] 

grossmargin  15.2872  -2.2104  20.0023 

  [0.206]  [0.920]  [0.101] 

leverage  25.7799**  50.2431**  12.4328 

  [0.028]  [0.028]  [0.169] 

VCdummy  15.8288**  15.4055  5.0831 

  [0.034]  [0.271]  [0.429] 

Constant 18.9137*** 29.5670 24.5594** 106.2961* 19.3730*** -2.9541 

 [0.001] [0.293] [0.011] [0.068] [0.000] [0.886] 

Observations 3,781 3,781 1,858 1,858 1,923 1,923 

R-squared 0.013 0.018 0.008 0.016 0.073 0.081 
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Panel B: BHAR 60 
 Dependent variable: BHAR 60 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

VARIABLES Whole sample Whole sample High-tech High-tech Nontech Nontech 

Predicted_failure_whole -127.0027*** -117.2144***     

 [0.000] [0.000]     

Predicted_failure_tech 
 

 -143.8726*** -122.5453***   

 

 
 [0.000] [0.000]   

Predicted_failure_nontech 
 

   -115.6359*** -90.1787*** 

 

 
   [0.000] [0.000] 

logSize 
 

-6.5457  -17.6477**  1.3917 

 

 
[0.123]  [0.034]  [0.688] 

logAge 
 

-2.4538  -9.8393  -0.1396 

 

 
[0.584]  [0.343]  [0.966] 

CM_rank 
 

0.4978  0.6340  0.2953 

  [0.771]  [0.839]  [0.836] 

proportionprimaryshares  -24.7801  -45.5962  -15.4543 

  [0.263]  [0.362]  [0.332] 

logSales  4.4379*  12.0701**  4.8909** 

  [0.091]  [0.028]  [0.048] 

logAccumDeficit  -2.1387  0.9403  -1.8370 

  [0.288]  [0.823]  [0.263] 

grossmargin  27.9514**  -7.7421  42.7642*** 

  [0.037]  [0.751]  [0.002] 

leverage  15.7647  30.5179  6.3953 

  [0.224]  [0.225]  [0.537] 

VCdummy  14.6895*  21.0293  -4.7728 

  [0.076]  [0.173]  [0.518] 

Constant 18.5223*** 26.1390 33.4066*** 112.2292* 3.3459 -39.1138* 

 [0.003] [0.401] [0.002] [0.080] [0.481] [0.099] 

Observations 3,781 3,781 1,858 1,858 1,923 1,923 

R-squared 0.019 0.023 0.016 0.022 0.055 0.068 

Table 6 display the regression results 3 years and 5 years buy and hold abnormal returns (BHAR). Panel A and B 

regress BHAR 36 and BHAR 60 on predicted failure, respectively. The control variables include the issue size 

(logSize), firm age (logAge), underwriter reputation (CM_rank), the proportion of primary shares 

(proportionprimaryshares), pre-IPO year total sales (logSales), IPO year accumulative deficit (logAccumDeficit), IPO 

year gross margin (grossmargin), IPO year leverage (leverage), and VC dummy. The predicted failures are negative 

and statistically significant at 1% level across all the models and invariant with or without controls. 
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Table 7: Best predictors for IPO failure predictions 

Panel A: Whole sample 

Rank Top predictor VI Description 

1 roa_stdev_3yrs 0.167 ROA volatility in the 3 years before to IPO  

2 offer_price 0.164 IPO offer price 

3 cfq_stdev_3yrs 0.087 Cash flow volatility in the 3 years before to IPO 

4 VC_rank 0.046 VC reputation ranking 

5 AP/SALE 0.035 Accounts payable to total sales 

6 tbl 0.032 Treasury-bill rates 

7 DLC/AT 0.029 Total debt in current liabilities to total assets 

8 

DPACT/PPENT 0.028 Depreciation, depletion, and amortization to total property, 

plant, and equipment 

9 PI/CEQ 0.028 Pretax income to total common equity 

10 bm 0.021 Book to market for the Dow Jones Industrial Average 

    

Panel B: Nontech 

Rank Top predictor VI Description 

1 roa_stdev_3yrs 0.251 ROA volatility in the 3 years before to IPO 

2 offer_price 0.197 IPO offer price 

3 PI/AT 0.053 Pretax income to total assets 

4 PI/ICAPT 0.030 Pretax income to total invested capital 

5 cfq_stdev_3yrs 0.030 Cash flow volatility in the 3 years before to IPO 

6 DLC/AT 0.029 Total debt in current liabilities to total assets 

7 bm 0.025 Book to market for the Dow Jones Industrial Average 

8 DVC/AT 0.023 Common dividends to total assets 

9 

IBADJ/PPENT 0.021 Income before extraordinary items adjusted for common 

stock equivalents to total property, plant, and equipment 

10 VC_rank 0.020 VC reputation ranking 

Panel C: High-tech 

Rank Top predictor VI Description 

1 roa_stdev_3yrs 0.139 ROA volatility in the 3 years before to IPO 

2 offer_price 0.077 IPO offer price 

3 cfq_stdev_3yrs 0.061 Cash flow volatility in the 3 years before to IPO 

4 AP/SALE 0.057 Accounts payable to total sales 

5 

NIADJ/SEQ 0.051 Net income adjusted for common stock equity to total 

shareholder’s equity 

6 tbl 0.046 Treasury-bill rates 

7 VC_rank 0.035 VC reputation ranking 

8 PI/SEQ 0.033 Pretax income to total shareholders’ equity  

9 IBC/AT 0.027 Income before extraordinary items to total assets 

10 bm 0.022 Book to market for the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
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Table 7 shows the best predictors in the XGBoost model that predicts the probability of IPO failure. We construct 

XGBoost models for the entire sample, high-tech sub-sample and non-technical sub-sample during the entire sample 

period (1980-2016) to predict IPO failure. The best predictors are selected based on the variable importance (VI) 

calculated based on each model. We list predictors with VI above 0.02 for entire sample model, high-tech sub-sample 

model and non-technical sub-sample model on panel A, B, and C, respectively. 
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Appendix:  Variable definitions  

# Variable # Variable # Variable # Variable 

1 ACO/AT 41 DVPA/AT 81 PSTKN/AT 121 CEQ/PPENT 

2 ACOX/AT 42 DVT/AT 82 PSTKR/AT 122 CEQL/PPENT 

3 AO/AT 43 EBIT/AT 83 PSTKRV/AT 123 CEQT/PPENT 

4 AOX/AT 44 EBITDA/AT 84 RE/AT 124 CHE/PPENT 

5 AP/AT 45 ESUB/AT 85 REAJO/AT 125 COGS/PPENT 

6 AQC/AT 46 ESUBC/AT 86 RECCO/AT 126 CSTK/PPENT 

7 AT/AT 47 FOPO/AT 87 RECT/AT 127 CSTKCV/PPENT 

8 CAPS/AT 48 GP/AT 88 RECTA/AT 128 CSTKE/PPENT 

9 CAPX/AT 49 IB/AT 89 RECTR/AT 129 DCLO/PPENT 

10 CAPXV/AT 50 IBADJ/AT 90 REUNA/AT 130 DCPSTK/PPENT 

11 CEQ/AT 51 IBC/AT 91 SALE/AT 131 DCVSR/PPENT 

12 CEQL/AT 52 IBCOM/AT 92 SEQ/AT 132 DCVSUB/PPENT 

13 CEQT/AT 53 ICAPT/AT 93 SIV/AT 133 DCVT/PPENT 

14 CH/AT 54 INTC/AT 94 SPI/AT 134 DD/PPENT 

15 CHE/AT 55 INVT/AT 95 SSTK/AT 135 DD1/PPENT 

16 COGS/AT 56 ITCB/AT 96 TSTK/AT 136 DLC/PPENT 

17 CSTK/AT 57 IVAEQ/AT 97 TSTKC/AT 137 DLTIS/PPENT 

18 CSTKCV/AT 58 IVAO/AT 98 TSTKP/AT 138 DLTO/PPENT 

19 CSTKE/AT 59 IVCH/AT 99 TXDB/AT 139 DLTR/PPENT 

20 DCLO/AT 60 IVST/AT 100 TXDC/AT 140 DLTT/PPENT 

21 DCPSTK/AT 61 LCO/AT 101 TXDI/AT 141 DN/PPENT 

22 DCVSR/AT 62 LCOX/AT 102 TXDITC/AT 142 DO/PPENT 

23 DCVSUB/AT 63 LIFR/AT 103 TXP/AT 143 DP/PPENT 

24 DCVT/AT 64 LO/AT 104 TXR/AT 144 DPACT/PPENT 

25 DD/AT 65 LT/AT 105 TXT/AT 145 DPC/PPENT 

26 DD1/AT 66 MIB/AT 106 TXW/AT 146 DS/PPENT 

27 DLC/AT 67 MII/AT 107 XI/AT 147 DV/PPENT 

28 DLTIS/AT 68 MSA/AT 108 XIDO/AT 148 DVC/PPENT 

29 DLTO/AT 69 NI/AT 109 XIDOC/AT 149 DVP/PPENT 

30 DLTR/AT 70 NIADJ/AT 110 XOPR/AT 150 DVPA/PPENT 

31 DLTT/AT 71 NOPI/AT 111 ACO/PPENT 151 DVT/PPENT 

32 DN/AT 72 NOPIO/AT 112 ACOX/PPENT 152 EBIT/PPENT 

33 DO/AT 73 NP/AT 113 AO/PPENT 153 EBITDA/PPENT 

34 DP/AT 74 OIADP/AT 114 AOX/PPENT 154 FOPO/PPENT 

35 DPACT/AT 75 PI/AT 115 AP/PPENT 155 GP/PPENT 

36 DPC/AT 76 PPEGT/AT 116 AQC/PPENT 156 IB/PPENT 

37 DS/AT 77 PPENT/AT 117 AT/PPENT 157 IBADJ/PPENT 

38 DV/AT 78 PSTK/AT 118 CAPS/PPENT 158 IBC/PPENT 

39 DVC/AT 79 PSTKC/AT 119 CAPX/PPENT 159 IBCOM/PPENT 

40 DVP/AT 80 PSTKL/AT 120 CAPXV/PPENT 160 ICAPT/PPENT 
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Appendix:  Continued  

# Variable # Variable # Variable # Variable 

161 INTC/PPENT 201 TSTK/PPENT 241 DLTIS/LT 281 MSA/LT 

162 INVT/PPENT 202 TSTKC/PPENT 242 DLTO/LT 282 NI/LT 

163 ITCB/PPENT 203 TSTKP/PPENT 243 DLTR/LT 283 NIADJ/LT 

164 IVAEQ/PPENT 204 TXDB/PPENT 244 DLTT/LT 284 NOPI/LT 

165 IVAO/PPENT 205 TXDC/PPENT 245 DN/LT 285 NOPIO/LT 

166 IVCH/PPENT 206 TXDITC/PPENT 246 DO/LT 286 NP/LT 

167 LCO/PPENT 207 TXP/PPENT 247 DP/LT 287 OIADP/LT 

168 LCOX/PPENT 208 TXR/PPENT 248 DPACT/LT 288 PI/LT 

169 LO/PPENT 209 TXT/PPENT 249 DPC/LT 289 PPEGT/LT 

170 LT/PPENT 210 XI/PPENT 250 DS/LT 290 PPENT/LT 

171 MIB/PPENT 211 XIDO/PPENT 251 DV/LT 291 PSTK/LT 

172 MII/PPENT 212 XIDOC/PPENT 252 DVC/LT 292 PSTKC/LT 

173 MSA/PPENT 213 XOPR/PPENT 253 DVP/LT 293 PSTKL/LT 

174 NI/PPENT 214 ACO/LT 254 DVPA/LT 294 PSTKN/LT 

175 NIADJ/PPENT 215 ACOX/LT 255 DVT/LT 295 PSTKR/LT 

176 NOPI/PPENT 216 AO/LT 256 EBIT/LT 296 PSTKRV/LT 

177 NOPIO/PPENT 217 AOX/LT 257 EBITDA/LT 297 RE/LT 

178 NP/PPENT 218 AP/LT 258 ESUB/LT 298 REAJO/LT 

179 OIADP/PPENT 219 AQC/LT 259 ESUBC/LT 299 RECCO/LT 

180 PI/PPENT 220 AT/LT 260 FOPO/LT 300 RECT/LT 

181 PPEGT/PPENT 221 CAPS/LT 261 GP/LT 301 RECTA/LT 

182 PPENT/PPENT 222 CAPX/LT 262 IB/LT 302 RECTR/LT 

183 PSTK/PPENT 223 CAPXV/LT 263 IBADJ/LT 303 REUNA/LT 

184 PSTKC/PPENT 224 CEQ/LT 264 IBC/LT 304 SALE/LT 

185 PSTKL/PPENT 225 CEQL/LT 265 IBCOM/LT 305 SEQ/LT 

186 PSTKN/PPENT 226 CEQT/LT 266 ICAPT/LT 306 SIV/LT 

187 PSTKR/PPENT 227 CH/LT 267 INTC/LT 307 SPI/LT 

188 PSTKRV/PPENT 228 CHE/LT 268 INVT/LT 308 SSTK/LT 

189 RE/PPENT 229 COGS/LT 269 ITCB/LT 309 TSTK/LT 

190 REAJO/PPENT 230 CSTK/LT 270 IVAEQ/LT 310 TSTKC/LT 

191 RECCO/PPENT 231 CSTKCV/LT 271 IVAO/LT 311 TSTKP/LT 

192 RECT/PPENT 232 CSTKE/LT 272 IVCH/LT 312 TXDB/LT 

193 RECTA/PPENT 233 DCLO/LT 273 IVST/LT 313 TXDC/LT 

194 RECTR/PPENT 234 DCPSTK/LT 274 LCO/LT 314 TXDI/LT 

195 REUNA/PPENT 235 DCVSR/LT 275 LCOX/LT 315 TXDITC/LT 

196 SALE/PPENT 236 DCVSUB/LT 276 LIFR/LT 316 TXP/LT 

197 SEQ/PPENT 237 DCVT/LT 277 LO/LT 317 TXR/LT 

198 SIV/PPENT 238 DD/LT 278 LT/LT 318 TXT/LT 

199 SPI/PPENT 239 DD1/LT 279 MIB/LT 319 TXW/LT 

200 SSTK/PPENT 240 DLC/LT 280 MII/LT 320 XI/LT 
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Appendix:  Continued  

# Variable # Variable # Variable # Variable 

321 XIDO/LT 361 DV/CEQ 401 PSTK/CEQ 441 CAPS/SEQ 

322 XIDOC/LT 362 DVC/CEQ 402 PSTKC/CEQ 442 CAPX/SEQ 

323 XOPR/LT 363 DVP/CEQ 403 PSTKL/CEQ 443 CAPXV/SEQ 

324 ACO/CEQ 364 DVPA/CEQ 404 PSTKN/CEQ 444 CEQ/SEQ 

325 ACOX/CEQ 365 DVT/CEQ 405 PSTKR/CEQ 445 CEQL/SEQ 

326 AO/CEQ 366 EBIT/CEQ 406 PSTKRV/CEQ 446 CEQT/SEQ 

327 AOX/CEQ 367 EBITDA/CEQ 407 RE/CEQ 447 CH/SEQ 

328 AP/CEQ 368 ESUB/CEQ 408 REAJO/CEQ 448 CHE/SEQ 

329 AQC/CEQ 369 ESUBC/CEQ 409 RECCO/CEQ 449 COGS/SEQ 

330 AT/CEQ 370 FOPO/CEQ 410 RECT/CEQ 450 CSTK/SEQ 

331 CAPS/CEQ 371 GP/CEQ 411 RECTA/CEQ 451 CSTKCV/SEQ 

332 CAPX/CEQ 372 IB/CEQ 412 RECTR/CEQ 452 CSTKE/SEQ 

333 CAPXV/CEQ 373 IBADJ/CEQ 413 REUNA/CEQ 453 DCLO/SEQ 

334 CEQ/CEQ 374 IBC/CEQ 414 SALE/CEQ 454 DCPSTK/SEQ 

335 CEQL/CEQ 375 IBCOM/CEQ 415 SEQ/CEQ 455 DCVSR/SEQ 

336 CEQT/CEQ 376 ICAPT/CEQ 416 SIV/CEQ 456 DCVSUB/SEQ 

337 CH/CEQ 377 INTC/CEQ 417 SPI/CEQ 457 DCVT/SEQ 

338 CHE/CEQ 378 INVT/CEQ 418 SSTK/CEQ 458 DD/SEQ 

339 COGS/CEQ 379 ITCB/CEQ 419 TSTK/CEQ 459 DD1/SEQ 

340 CSTK/CEQ 380 IVAEQ/CEQ 420 TSTKC/CEQ 460 DLC/SEQ 

341 CSTKCV/CEQ 381 IVAO/CEQ 421 TSTKP/CEQ 461 DLTIS/SEQ 

342 CSTKE/CEQ 382 IVCH/CEQ 422 TXDB/CEQ 462 DLTO/SEQ 

343 DCLO/CEQ 383 IVST/CEQ 423 TXDC/CEQ 463 DLTR/SEQ 

344 DCPSTK/CEQ 384 LCO/CEQ 424 TXDI/CEQ 464 DLTT/SEQ 

345 DCVSR/CEQ 385 LCOX/CEQ 425 TXDITC/CEQ 465 DN/SEQ 

346 DCVSUB/CEQ 386 LIFR/CEQ 426 TXP/CEQ 466 DO/SEQ 

347 DCVT/CEQ 387 LO/CEQ 427 TXR/CEQ 467 DP/SEQ 

348 DD/CEQ 388 LT/CEQ 428 TXT/CEQ 468 DPACT/SEQ 

349 DD1/CEQ 389 MIB/CEQ 429 TXW/CEQ 469 DPC/SEQ 

350 DLC/CEQ 390 MII/CEQ 430 XI/CEQ 470 DS/SEQ 

351 DLTIS/CEQ 391 MSA/CEQ 431 XIDO/CEQ 471 DV/SEQ 

352 DLTO/CEQ 392 NI/CEQ 432 XIDOC/CEQ 472 DVC/SEQ 

353 DLTR/CEQ 393 NIADJ/CEQ 433 XOPR/CEQ 473 DVP/SEQ 

354 DLTT/CEQ 394 NOPI/CEQ 434 ACO/SEQ 474 DVPA/SEQ 

355 DN/CEQ 395 NOPIO/CEQ 435 ACOX/SEQ 475 DVT/SEQ 

356 DO/CEQ 396 NP/CEQ 436 AO/SEQ 476 EBIT/SEQ 

357 DP/CEQ 397 OIADP/CEQ 437 AOX/SEQ 477 EBITDA/SEQ 

358 DPACT/CEQ 398 PI/CEQ 438 AP/SEQ 478 ESUB/SEQ 

359 DPC/CEQ 399 PPEGT/CEQ 439 AQC/SEQ 479 ESUBC/SEQ 

360 DS/CEQ 400 PPENT/CEQ 440 AT/SEQ 480 FOPO/SEQ 
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Appendix:  Continued  

# Variable # Variable # Variable # Variable 

481 GP/SEQ 521 RECTA/SEQ 561 CSTKCV/ICAPT 601 IVAO/ICAPT 

482 IB/SEQ 522 RECTR/SEQ 562 CSTKE/ICAPT 602 IVCH/ICAPT 

483 IBADJ/SEQ 523 REUNA/SEQ 563 DCLO/ICAPT 603 IVST/ICAPT 

484 IBC/SEQ 524 SALE/SEQ 564 DCPSTK/ICAPT 604 LCO/ICAPT 

485 IBCOM/SEQ 525 SEQ/SEQ 565 DCVSR/ICAPT 605 LCOX/ICAPT 

486 ICAPT/SEQ 526 SIV/SEQ 566 DCVSUB/ICAPT 606 LIFR/ICAPT 

487 INTC/SEQ 527 SPI/SEQ 567 DCVT/ICAPT 607 LO/ICAPT 

488 INVT/SEQ 528 SSTK/SEQ 568 DD/ICAPT 608 LT/ICAPT 

489 ITCB/SEQ 529 TSTK/SEQ 569 DD1/ICAPT 609 MIB/ICAPT 

490 IVAEQ/SEQ 530 TSTKC/SEQ 570 DLC/ICAPT 610 MII/ICAPT 

491 IVAO/SEQ 531 TSTKP/SEQ 571 DLTIS/ICAPT 611 MSA/ICAPT 

492 IVCH/SEQ 532 TXDB/SEQ 572 DLTO/ICAPT 612 NI/ICAPT 

493 IVST/SEQ 533 TXDC/SEQ 573 DLTR/ICAPT 613 NIADJ/ICAPT 

494 LCO/SEQ 534 TXDI/SEQ 574 DLTT/ICAPT 614 NOPI/ICAPT 

495 LCOX/SEQ 535 TXDITC/SEQ 575 DN/ICAPT 615 NOPIO/ICAPT 

496 LIFR/SEQ 536 TXP/SEQ 576 DO/ICAPT 616 NP/ICAPT 

497 LO/SEQ 537 TXR/SEQ 577 DP/ICAPT 617 OIADP/ICAPT 

498 LT/SEQ 538 TXT/SEQ 578 DPACT/ICAPT 618 PI/ICAPT 

499 MIB/SEQ 539 TXW/SEQ 579 DPC/ICAPT 619 PPEGT/ICAPT 

500 MII/SEQ 540 XI/SEQ 580 DS/ICAPT 620 PPENT/ICAPT 

501 MSA/SEQ 541 XIDO/SEQ 581 DV/ICAPT 621 PSTK/ICAPT 

502 NI/SEQ 542 XIDOC/SEQ 582 DVC/ICAPT 622 PSTKC/ICAPT 

503 NIADJ/SEQ 543 XOPR/SEQ 583 DVP/ICAPT 623 PSTKL/ICAPT 

504 NOPI/SEQ 544 ACO/ICAPT 584 DVPA/ICAPT 624 PSTKN/ICAPT 

505 NOPIO/SEQ 545 ACOX/ICAPT 585 DVT/ICAPT 625 PSTKR/ICAPT 

506 NP/SEQ 546 AO/ICAPT 586 EBIT/ICAPT 626 PSTKRV/ICAPT 

507 OIADP/SEQ 547 AOX/ICAPT 587 EBITDA/ICAPT 627 RE/ICAPT 

508 PI/SEQ 548 AP/ICAPT 588 ESUB/ICAPT 628 REAJO/ICAPT 

509 PPEGT/SEQ 549 AQC/ICAPT 589 ESUBC/ICAPT 629 RECCO/ICAPT 

510 PPENT/SEQ 550 AT/ICAPT 590 FOPO/ICAPT 630 RECT/ICAPT 

511 PSTK/SEQ 551 CAPS/ICAPT 591 GP/ICAPT 631 RECTA/ICAPT 

512 PSTKC/SEQ 552 CAPX/ICAPT 592 IB/ICAPT 632 RECTR/ICAPT 

513 PSTKL/SEQ 553 CAPXV/ICAPT 593 IBADJ/ICAPT 633 REUNA/ICAPT 

514 PSTKN/SEQ 554 CEQ/ICAPT 594 IBC/ICAPT 634 SALE/ICAPT 

515 PSTKR/SEQ 555 CEQL/ICAPT 595 IBCOM/ICAPT 635 SEQ/ICAPT 

516 PSTKRV/SEQ 556 CEQT/ICAPT 596 ICAPT/ICAPT 636 SIV/ICAPT 

517 RE/SEQ 557 CH/ICAPT 597 INTC/ICAPT 637 SPI/ICAPT 

518 REAJO/SEQ 558 CHE/ICAPT 598 INVT/ICAPT 638 SSTK/ICAPT 

519 RECCO/SEQ 559 COGS/ICAPT 599 ITCB/ICAPT 639 TSTK/ICAPT 

520 RECT/SEQ 560 CSTK/ICAPT 600 IVAEQ/ICAPT 640 TSTKC/ICAPT 
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Appendix:  Continued  

# Variable # Variable # Variable # Variable 

641 TSTKP/ICAPT 681 DLTO/SALE 721 NP/SALE 761 AP/COGS 

642 TXDB/ICAPT 682 DLTR/SALE 722 OIADP/SALE 762 AQC/COGS 

643 TXDC/ICAPT 683 DLTT/SALE 723 PI/SALE 763 AT/COGS 

644 TXDI/ICAPT 684 DN/SALE 724 PPEGT/SALE 764 CAPS/COGS 

645 TXDITC/ICAPT 685 DO/SALE 725 PPENT/SALE 765 CAPX/COGS 

646 TXP/ICAPT 686 DP/SALE 726 PSTK/SALE 766 CAPXV/COGS 

647 TXR/ICAPT 687 DPACT/SALE 727 PSTKC/SALE 767 CEQ/COGS 

648 TXT/ICAPT 688 DPC/SALE 728 PSTKL/SALE 768 CEQL/COGS 

649 TXW/ICAPT 689 DS/SALE 729 PSTKN/SALE 769 CEQT/COGS 

650 XI/ICAPT 690 DV/SALE 730 PSTKR/SALE 770 CHE/COGS 

651 XIDO/ICAPT 691 DVC/SALE 731 PSTKRV/SALE 771 COGS/COGS 

652 XIDOC/ICAPT 692 DVP/SALE 732 RE/SALE 772 CSTK/COGS 

653 XOPR/ICAPT 693 DVPA/SALE 733 REAJO/SALE 773 CSTKCV/COGS 

654 ACO/SALE 694 DVT/SALE 734 RECCO/SALE 774 CSTKE/COGS 

655 ACOX/SALE 695 EBIT/SALE 735 RECT/SALE 775 DCLO/COGS 

656 AO/SALE 696 EBITDA/SALE 736 RECTA/SALE 776 DCPSTK/COGS 

657 AOX/SALE 697 FOPO/SALE 737 RECTR/SALE 777 DCVSR/COGS 

658 AP/SALE 698 GP/SALE 738 REUNA/SALE 778 DCVSUB/COGS 

659 AQC/SALE 699 IB/SALE 739 SALE/SALE 779 DCVT/COGS 

660 AT/SALE 700 IBADJ/SALE 740 SEQ/SALE 780 DD/COGS 

661 CAPS/SALE 701 IBC/SALE 741 SIV/SALE 781 DD1/COGS 

662 CAPX/SALE 702 IBCOM/SALE 742 SPI/SALE 782 DLC/COGS 

663 CAPXV/SALE 703 ICAPT/SALE 743 SSTK/SALE 783 DLTIS/COGS 

664 CEQ/SALE 704 INTC/SALE 744 TSTK/SALE 784 DLTO/COGS 

665 CEQL/SALE 705 INVT/SALE 745 TSTKC/SALE 785 DLTR/COGS 

666 CEQT/SALE 706 ITCB/SALE 746 TSTKP/SALE 786 DLTT/COGS 

667 CHE/SALE 707 IVAEQ/SALE 747 TXDB/SALE 787 DN/COGS 

668 COGS/SALE 708 IVAO/SALE 748 TXDC/SALE 788 DO/COGS 

669 CSTK/SALE 709 IVCH/SALE 749 TXDITC/SALE 789 DP/COGS 

670 CSTKCV/SALE 710 LCO/SALE 750 TXP/SALE 790 DPACT/COGS 

671 CSTKE/SALE 711 LCOX/SALE 751 TXR/SALE 791 DPC/COGS 

672 DCLO/SALE 712 LO/SALE 752 TXT/SALE 792 DS/COGS 

673 DCPSTK/SALE 713 LT/SALE 753 XI/SALE 793 DV/COGS 

674 DCVSR/SALE 714 MIB/SALE 754 XIDO/SALE 794 DVC/COGS 

675 DCVSUB/SALE 715 MII/SALE 755 XIDOC/SALE 795 DVP/COGS 

676 DCVT/SALE 716 MSA/SALE 756 XOPR/SALE 796 DVPA/COGS 

677 DD/SALE 717 NI/SALE 757 ACO/COGS 797 DVT/COGS 

678 DD1/SALE 718 NIADJ/SALE 758 ACOX/COGS 798 EBIT/COGS 

679 DLC/SALE 719 NOPI/SALE 759 AO/COGS 799 EBITDA/COGS 

680 DLTIS/SALE 720 NOPIO/SALE 760 AOX/COGS 800 FOPO/COGS 
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Appendix:  Continued  

# Variable # Variable # Variable # Variable 

801 GP/COGS 841 REUNA/COGS 881 DD1/EMP 921 NP/EMP 

802 IB/COGS 842 SALE/COGS 882 DLC/EMP 922 OIADP/EMP 

803 IBADJ/COGS 843 SEQ/COGS 883 DLTO/EMP 923 PI/EMP 

804 IBC/COGS 844 SIV/COGS 884 DLTR/EMP 924 PPENT/EMP 

805 IBCOM/COGS 845 SPI/COGS 885 DLTT/EMP 925 PSTK/EMP 

806 ICAPT/COGS 846 SSTK/COGS 886 DN/EMP 926 PSTKC/EMP 

807 INTC/COGS 847 TSTK/COGS 887 DO/EMP 927 PSTKL/EMP 

808 INVT/COGS 848 TSTKC/COGS 888 DP/EMP 928 PSTKN/EMP 

809 ITCB/COGS 849 TSTKP/COGS 889 DPC/EMP 929 PSTKR/EMP 

810 IVAEQ/COGS 850 TXDB/COGS 890 DS/EMP 930 PSTKRV/EMP 

811 IVAO/COGS 851 TXDC/COGS 891 DV/EMP 931 RE/EMP 

812 IVCH/COGS 852 TXDITC/COGS 892 DVC/EMP 932 RECCO/EMP 

813 LCO/COGS 853 TXP/COGS 893 DVP/EMP 933 RECT/EMP 

814 LCOX/COGS 854 TXR/COGS 894 DVPA/EMP 934 SALE/EMP 

815 LO/COGS 855 TXT/COGS 895 DVT/EMP 935 SEQ/EMP 

816 LT/COGS 856 XI/COGS 896 EBIT/EMP 936 SIV/EMP 

817 MIB/COGS 857 XIDO/COGS 897 EBITDA/EMP 937 SPI/EMP 

818 MII/COGS 858 XIDOC/COGS 898 FOPO/EMP 938 SSTK/EMP 

819 MSA/COGS 859 XOPR/COGS 899 GP/EMP 939 TSTK/EMP 

820 NI/COGS 860 ACO/EMP 900 IB/EMP 940 TSTKC/EMP 

821 NIADJ/COGS 861 ACOX/EMP 901 IBADJ/EMP 941 TSTKP/EMP 

822 NOPI/COGS 862 AO/EMP 902 IBC/EMP 942 TXDB/EMP 

823 NOPIO/COGS 863 AOX/EMP 903 IBCOM/EMP 943 TXDC/EMP 

824 NP/COGS 864 AP/EMP 904 ICAPT/EMP 944 TXDITC/EMP 

825 OIADP/COGS 865 AT/EMP 905 INVT/EMP 945 TXP/EMP 

826 PI/COGS 866 CAPS/EMP 906 ITCB/EMP 946 TXR/EMP 

827 PPEGT/COGS 867 CAPX/EMP 907 IVAEQ/EMP 947 TXT/EMP 

828 PPENT/COGS 868 CAPXV/EMP 908 IVAO/EMP 948 XI/EMP 

829 PSTK/COGS 869 CEQ/EMP 909 IVCH/EMP 949 XIDO/EMP 

830 PSTKC/COGS 870 CEQL/EMP 910 LCO/EMP 950 XIDOC/EMP 

831 PSTKL/COGS 871 CEQT/EMP 911 LCOX/EMP 951 XOPR/EMP 

832 PSTKN/COGS 872 CHE/EMP 912 LO/EMP   

833 PSTKR/COGS 873 COGS/EMP 913 LT/EMP   

834 PSTKRV/COGS 874 CSTK/EMP 914 MIB/EMP   

835 RE/COGS 875 CSTKE/EMP 915 MII/EMP   

836 REAJO/COGS 876 DCPSTK/EMP 916 MSA/EMP   

837 RECCO/COGS 877 DCVSR/EMP 917 NI/EMP   

838 RECT/COGS 878 DCVSUB/EMP 918 NIADJ/EMP  

839 RECTA/COGS 879 DCVT/EMP 919 NOPI/EMP  

840 RECTR/COGS 880 DD/EMP 920 NOPIO/EMP  

        
The appendix lists the 951 fundamental signals used in this study. The variable abbreviations are consistent with COMPUSTAT’s 

own notations and the detailed descriptions of these variables can be found in Yan and Zheng’s (2017) Table A1. 


